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Data commons co-locate data, storage and computing infrastructure, and commonly used tools for analyzing and sharing data to create a resource for the research community.

The image above is the web portal for the NCI Genomic Data Commons. The University of Chicago is collaborating with the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to develop the NCI Genomic Data Commons (GDC). The GDC is being developed and operated with NCI funding through a subcontract from Leidos Biomedical Research, Inc. at the Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research.
Future State: virtual comprehensive cancer center.

Data commons containing genomic and clinical data.

This is a visualization of the time required to download data, process it, and upload it into the GDC (horizontal axis) vs the size of the data (vertical axis, ranging from GB ($10^9$) to TB ($10^{12}$)).
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At What Scale?

• Data centers are sometimes divided into “pods,” which can be built out as needed.
• A reasonable scale for a data commons is one of these pods (“cyberpod”).
• Let’s use the term “datapod” for the data & analytic cyber infrastructure that scales to a cyberpod.
• Think of as the scale out of a database to a cyberpod.
We are developing an open source software stack for data commons that scales to cyberpods.
Questions?
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